
 

Supplementary text 

ABFT ecology / management background 

Since the mid 1970s Atlantic BFT have been considered as two stocks separated by the 45°W 

management boundary, the western stock spawning in or near the Gulf of Mexico and 

potentially the adjacent shelf sea of the eastern US and the larger eastern stock spawning in 

or near the Mediterranean. The weight of evidence from conventional tagging, biologging, 

genetic and otolith microchemistry approaches supports this broad assessment although with 

uncertainty concerning the possibility of additional spawning areas (e.g. Slope Sea1–3) the 

degree and timing of trans-Atlantic migrations and the existence of sub-population structure 

within the Mediterranean4. Consequently, the international Commission for the Conservation 

of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) manages ABFT as two distinct stocks with natal fidelity,  but allowing 

for intermixing of stocks. The importance of climate change impacts from a tuna fishery 

management perspective has recently been recognised by ICCAT with adoption of the first 

resolution on climate change.    

 

Eastern and western populations of ABFT show different life history and growth trajectories 

with western populations typically slower growing. In both populations, spawning occurs in 

waters warmer than 21 °C4, and larval tuna are associated with water temperatures from 20-

28 °C. Consequently, spawning occurs earlier in the warmer western North Atlantic / Gulf of 

Mexico (April-June) than in the Mediterranean (May to July, east-west) 5,6. Eastern ABFT 

remain in the Mediterranean sea for around a year, typically arriving in fisheries at the Bay of 

Biscay at a mean size of 60cm. The location and distribution of juvenile western ABFT is less 

well known7, but larval and juvenile tuna in Gulf of Mexico are seldom found where SST 

exceeds 29°C 8. Eastern ABFT mature earlier and at smaller body size, with an estimated 50% 

maturity at 3-8 years and at 130-200 cm, compared to uncertain but estimated > 8 years to 

reach maturity for western-origin ABFT.  Differences in size at maturity between the two 

populations have been reported; in the western population, maturity is assumed to be 

achieved in fish no younger than nine years old or 185 cm curved fork length9, while in the 

Mediterranean Sea 100% of ABFT show to be mature at >135 cm fork length (i.e., age 4-5 

years)10. However, the similarity in growth rates of both components has raised doubts 

regarding the difference in age of sexual maturity, and novel approaches for assessing sexual 



maturity in ABFT suggest that maturity ogives for ABFT originated from the western and 

eastern populations are indeed similar. 

 

 

 
 

Supp. Fig. S1: Sustained reduction in the proportion of ABFT assigned to a western (Gulf of 

Mexico) origin seen in adult tuna captured in the East, West and Central regions of the North 

Atlantic. Year class represents birth year of the fish determined by otolith ageing. Data and 

code are available 

 



Otolith FMR proxy background 

Oxygen in otolith aragonite is deposited at, or close to, isotopic equilibrium with the ambient 

water, with a temperature-dependent fractionation such that the temperature of otolith 

precipitation can be estimated from knowledge of the isotopic compositions of the ambient 

water and the otolith. Carbon in otolith aragonite is not in isotopic equilibrium with the 

surrounding dissolved inorganic carbon11–13. Rather, carbon in the blood is a mixture of 

carbon derived from dissolved inorganic carbonate and carbon released from respiration of 

food. The stable isotope composition of these sources is very different: seawater carbon 

(d13Csw) values typically range between c.1 and -7‰ globally, while respiratory carbon 

(d13Cresp) values generally vary between c. -10 to -25‰ in marine fishes. Otolith carbonate 

biomineral is formed from a mixture of these sources of HCO3
- ions transported from blood 

into the biomineralising medium (endolymph fluid within the inner ear sacculus). The isotopic 

composition of inorganic carbon in blood, the endolymph fluid and otolith aragonite mineral 

is a weighted average of the relative contribution of respiratory carbon and seawater 

dissolved carbon12,14–17. Critically, as the rate of respiration of food sources increases, the 

relative proportion of respiratory carbon in blood increases. The proportion of respiratory 

carbon in otolith aragonite (otolith Cresp) can be determined from isotopic mass balance given 

estimates of the isotopic composition of diet and seawater carbon sources, providing a proxy 

measure of FMR averaged over the timeframe of otolith growth18–25.  

 

 

Climate projections. 
 
Model    Nominal	resolution    Institute    
ACCESS-CM2    250	km    CSIRO	(Commonwealth	Scientific	

and	Industrial	Research	
Organisation,	Australia),	ARCCSS	
(Australian	Research	Council	
Centre	of	Excellence	for	Climate	
System	Science)    

BCC-CSM2-MR    100	km    Beijing	Climate	Center,	Beijing,	
China    

CAMS-CSM1-0    100	km    Chinese	Academy	of	
Meteorological	Sciences,	Beijing	,	
China    

CESM2-WACCM  
  

100	km    National	Center	for	Atmospheric	
Research,	Climate	and	Global	
Dynamics	Laboratory,	Boulder,	
USA    



CESM2    100	km    National	Center	for	Atmospheric	
Research,	Climate	and	Global	
Dynamics	Laboratory,	Boulder,		
USA    

CMCC-CM2-SR5  
  

100	km    Fondazione	Centro	Euro-
Mediterraneo	sui	Cambiamenti	
Climatici,	Italy    CMCC-ESM2    100	km    

CNRM-CM6-1-HR  
  

25	km    CNRM	(Centre	National	de	
Recherches	Meteorologiques,	
Toulouse,	France),	CERFACS	
(Centre	Europeen	de	Recherche	et	
de	Formation	Avancee	en	Calcul	
Scientifique,	Toulouse,	France)  
  

CNRM-CM6-1    100	km    
CNRM-ESM2-1    100	km    

CanESM5-CanOE  
  

100	km    Canadian	Centre	for	Climate	
Modelling	and	Analysis,	
Environment	and	Climate	Change	
Canada,	Victoria,	Canada 

EC-Earth3-Veg-LR  
  

100	km    AEMET,	Spain;	BSC,	Spain;	CNR-
ISAC,	Italy;	DMI,	Denmark;	ENEA,	
Italy;	FMI,	Finland;	Geomar,	
Germany;	ICHEC,	Ireland;	ICTP,	
Italy;	IDL,	Portugal;	IMAU,	The	
Netherlands;	IPMA,	Portugal;	KIT,	
Karlsruhe,	Germany;	KNMI,	The	
Netherlands;	Lund	University,	
Sweden;	Met	Eireann,	Ireland;	
NLeSC,	The	Netherlands;	NTNU,	
Norway;	Oxford	University,	UK;	
surfSARA,	The	Netherlands;	SMHI,	
Sweden;	Stockholm	University,	
Sweden;	Unite	ASTR,	Belgium;	
University	College	Dublin,	Ireland;	
University	of	Bergen,	Norway;	
University	of	Copenhagen,	
Denmark;	University	of	Helsinki,	
Finland;	University	of	Santiago	de	
Compostela,	Spain;	Uppsala	
University,	Sweden;	Utrecht	
University,	The	Netherlands;	Vrije	
Universiteit	Amsterdam,	the	
Netherlands;	Wageningen	
University,	The	Netherlands.	 
 	

EC-Earth3    100	km    

FGOALS-f3-L    100	km    Chinese	Academy	of	Sciences,	
Beijing,	China FGOALS-g3    100	km    

GFDL-ESM4    50	km    National	Oceanic	and	Atmospheric	
Administration,	Geophysical	Fluid	
Dynamics	Laboratory,	Princeton,	
USA    

IPSL-CM6A-LR    100	km    Institut	Pierre	Simon	Laplace,	
Paris,	France  

MIROC6    100	km    JAMSTEC	(Japan	Agency	for	
Marine-Earth	Science	and	
Technology,	Kanagawa,	Japan,	
AORI	(Atmosphere	and	Ocean	
Research	Institute,	The	University	
of	Tokyo,	Chiba,	Japan),	NIES	



(National	Institute	for	
Environmental	Studies,	Ibaraki,	
Japan),	and	R-CCS	(RIKEN	Center	
for	Computational	Science,	Hyogo,	
Japan)    

MPI-ESM1-2-HR  
  

50	km    Max	Planck	Institute	for	
Meteorology,	Hamburg,	Germany 
   MPI-ESM1-2-LR  

  
250	km    

MRI-ESM2-0    100	km    Meteorological	Research	Institute,	
Tsukuba,	Ibaraki,	Japan    

TaiESM1    100	km    Research	Center	for	
Environmental	Changes,	Academia	
Sinica,	Nankang,	Taipei,	Taiwan  
  

UKESM1-0-LL    100	km    Met	Office	Hadley	Centre,	Fitzroy	
Road,	Exeter,	Devon,	UK    

 
Table S1. List of models and corresponding institutions. 
 
 
 

Scenarios Description 
ssp126 The sustainable and green pathway. Additional radiative forcing 2.6 W/m² by the year 

2100. Update to the optimistic scenario RCP2.6 in CMIP5, with socio economic 
considerations 

ssp245 Middle road. With an additional radiative forcing of 4.5 W/m² by the year 2100. An 
update to scenario RCP4.5 in CMIP5 

ssp370 Additional radiative forcing of  7 W/m² by the year 2100, This scenario falls in the 
upper-middle part of the full range of scenarios. 

ssp585 Additional radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m² by the year 2100, update of the CMIP5 
scenario RCP8.5. higher end of future pathways, representing fossil-fueled 
development 

Table S2. A Brief description of different future climate scenarios of the CMIP6 projections 
used in this study.  
 
 

Limitations of data 

The data analysed in this study were obtained opportunistically with respect to investigating 

thermal sensitivity of physiological performance data. Consequently the data are unbalanced 

sampling across years, ages and sites of origin.  Samples of fish collected as fish older than 2 

years of age are influenced by unbalanced collection across years of sampling and assigned 

juvenile origin. Most fish are assigned to a Mediterranean origin (Supp Fig S1), and 

consequently few fish experienced temperatures likely to result in thermal limitation. 

Additionally fish experiencing sub-optimal temps in the first year of life may be less likely to 

survive to adulthood. Consequently there are relatively few individuals available to constrain 



thermal performance at temperatures in excess of 28°C. Furthermore, the gulf of Mexico and 

Mediterranean have different d18Owater values, but assigned origin for fish caught as adults in 

central Atlantic is based on otolith d18O values, creating a false break in inferred temperatures 

(Fig. 3D). These constraints do not apply to young of the year or yearling data which were 

sampled specifically in a single year and from known origin individuals to validate juvenile 

d18O values. Consequently, yearling data provide best estimates of the thermal sensitivity of 

Cresp values. 
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